STONE PARISH COUNCIL
Stone Pavilion

Review Officer (Dartford)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London
SW1P 4QP

stoneparishcouncil.com

29th November 2017

RE: Consultation on Borough Warding Arrangements for Dartford

Dear Review Officer (Dartford),

Please find enclosed the council’s response to the first round of
consultation for review of borough warding arrangements for Dartford.
The council feels it has effectively considered the desired aims of the
review and has formed a response that upholds these requirements and is
felt to represent a comprehensive knowledge of the local area and
communities of identity.
The council looks forward to further consultation on the publication of draft
recommendations in the new year.
Yours sincerely,
Jennie Thomas
Parish Clerk & Responsible Finance Officer
Stone Parish Council

www.stoneparishcouncil.com

Clerk: Jennie Thomas AILCM
Vat Reg. No: 203 9266 77
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STONE PARISH

Stone Parish & Stone Parish Neighbourhood Plan Boundary

Location & Background
Stone Parish sits between Dartford to the west and Greenhithe to the East. Iron
Age pottery and artefacts have been found here proving it to be an ancient
settlement site.
The physical landscape and major road network strongly reinforce the parish
boundary. The A282 Dartford Tunnel approach road is a significant division at the
western boundary, the A296 roman road of Watling Street bounds the southern edge,
the B1274 St Clements Ways divides the parish from the neighbouring one and the
River Thames establishes a natural boundary to the north.

Current Borough Ward Arrangements:

The parish of Stone is currently divided between three borough wards, two of which
fall wholly within the parish boundary and one (Newtown) which spans across the
parish boundary to the west.

Castle Ward
The borough ward of Castle currently aligns both parish and borough polling ward
boundaries.
Electors in Castle Ward identify themselves as living in the eastern part of Stone
Parish, alongside electors of Horns Cross and Stone Village Parish Wards. Other
than one area of parkland under Stone Parish Council ownership, and a small
number of commercial units poised to open shortly on the new St Clement’s Lakes
estate, Castle Ward is devoid of any community facilities.
As such, residents from estates within this ward will utilise the primary school,
nursery, GP surgery, post office, community centre and scout group in the Horns
Cross polling ward.

Stone Ward
The borough ward of Stone covers a sizable area that also includes a number of
strategic sites, such as Crossways Business Park and Bluewater Shopping Centre.
However, rather than representing a single cohesive community, due to significant
physical division of the landscape by a former chalk quarry and landfill sites,
individual settlements within this ward would unquestionably identify as living in
either the eastern or the western part of the parish.
Despite plans for residential development at the former the chalk quarry, the green
spaces of the Stone Pit 1 former landfill site and the Stone Recreation Ground will
continue to divide the physical landscape of the east and west ends of the parish.

Newtown Ward
Just over a third of electors of the borough ward of Newtown are Stone Parish
residents. These electors are separated from the remainder of Newtown ward
electors by the A282 Dartford Tunnel Approach Road, which represents a significant
physical division of that community.
Due to an oddity of the western parish boundary, electors in the JD St Vincent’s
polling ward fall just outside of the parish boundary, despite being next door
neighbours on an extensive scale with parish residents. This is not felt to uphold
effective representation nor represent the existing community identity, therefore
proposals regarding this polling ward would also support extension of the parish
boundary in future to enable optimum alignment across the tiers of authority.

Proposals:
The proposals contained below follow in-depth consideration of the requirements of
the Local Government Boundary Commission and are felt to be an effective
response to each of the criteria set out in the guidelines.
Ahead of justification for each individual ward, it should be noted that the two
proposed wards collectively comprise the footprint of Stone Parish. This is,
therefore, felt to provide excellent synergy across the representative tiers of
authority.
Additionally, Stone Parish Council has been developing a Neighbourhood Plan since
late 2015, with the formal Neighbourhood Area comprising the full parish boundary.
As such, it is felt any proposals to extract wards or span across the Neighbourhood

Stone House Borough Ward

Current Electorate 2017

Predicted Electorate 2023

JA Milestone Ward

1400

1400

LC St John’s Ward

2414

2414

580

580

4,394

4,394

JD St Vincent’s East
Total

Number of Councillors:
Variance:

2
104%

The council proposes incorporation of JA Milestone, JD St Vincent’s East and LC St
John’s polling wards into a Stone House Borough Ward to enable cohesive
representation across a well-defined and well-established community by two
Borough Councillors. Stone House Hospital was built between 1862 and 1866 and, at
its peak, spanned over 140 acres in the proposed ward, including a working farm on
what is now known as the Stone Lodge site.
These polling wards collectively include the Gateway Community Primary Academy,
two places of worship, a petrol station, and the Brent neighbourhood centre which
contains a number of hot food takeaways, convenience store, dry cleaners and
hairdressers/beauty salon.
The western boundary of this proposed ward is significantly denoted by the A282
(M25) Dartford Tunnel Approach Road, which currently represents an illogical
division of an electoral ward due to its prominent structure. The southern boundary
is clearly demarcated by the A2 roman road of Watling Street and the eastern
boundary to the northern tip is easily defined by Cotton Lane, which leads to
Junction 1A of the Dartford Tunnel Approach Road.
The north-eastern segment includes the recent development of Q Park, which sits
adjacent to Stone House Hospital, another recent housing development. Both
developments directly overlook the Stone Lodge site, currently subject to proposals
for additional development to include residential alongside a new secondary school
and rugby club. Children from these three polling wards are extremely likely to attend
one of the two primary schools and the Brent Scout group located in the western half
of the parish.
Electors in the JA and LC polling wards would almost certainly consider themselves
more a part of Stone than Newtown due to their inclusion within the Stone Parish
boundary and the Stone Parish Neighbourhood Development Area. In fact, the
council has received numerous enquiries over the years from residents in these
polling wards who cannot understand why they don’t vote for Stone Borough
councillors. This demonstrates confusion regarding the current ward arrangements
among electors. Electors in the JA polling ward reside in the same residential
developments yet have direct neighbours that fall into the JD polling ward with no
logical way to explain to residents how to identify their respective polling ward
boundary. In this particular case, it can only be determined by door number, which is
not effective, clearly doesn’t represent the community identity and is in no way easily
identifiable. A physical feature such as the A282 (M25) offers a much more welldefined and logical boundary.
Despite plans for significant growth in the proposed Stone Castle Ward, no elector
growth is forecast for the three polling wards proposed for the Stone House Ward,
providing a static position to 2023 to enable effective and convenient representation.

Stone Castle Borough Ward

Current Electorate 2017

Predicted Electorate 2023

CA Castle Ward

2118

2339

LA Stone Village Ward

1332

1629

LB Horns Cross Ward

1455

2169

Total

4,905

6,137

Number of Councillors:
Variance:

3
97%

The council proposes incorporation of CA Castle Ward, LA Stone Village Ward and
LB Horns Cross Ward into a Stone Castle Borough Ward, aligning with existing
parish and county council boundaries, to enable effective and convenient
representation by three Borough Councillors.
Stone Castle was built between 1135 and 1140 on the site where William the
Conqueror signed a treaty with the men of Kent in 1067. The castle sits atop of
Bluewater in the curtilage of the Waterstone Park development in the southern
section of Castle Ward.
The northern boundary is clearly marked by the River Thames, the southern boundary
representing a continuation of the A2 Watling Street and the eastern boundary
contained by the B1274 St Clements Way. No other local physical landscape
features would provide such clear or obvious ward boundary arrangements.
Significant development is planned for this proposed ward, with elector numbers set
to rise from 4,905 to 6,137 by 2023. As such, given the perceived workload to
establish and engage with a new and emerging community, it is felt that
representation by three members provides a healthy resource to undertake a variety
of case work, which remains in line with formula requirements.
These polling wards include a mixture of older residential properties and more recent
developments. They also include strategic sites such as Crossways Business Park
and Bluewater Shopping Village. Bluewater sits at the south-eastern point of Horns
Cross Parish Ward, with a well-established and well-used cycle/pedestrian access
into the facility. Local residents acknowledge Bluewater as a significant parish
feature, and the parish council enjoys a good relationship with the Bluewater
Management Team, including support for community activities such as the annual
Stone Parish summer festival and attendance at civic parish events such as the
Remembrance Service & Parade.
Stone Crossing Railway Station lies in the northern segment of the proposed ward
and Stone Pavilion, sitting at the heart of the Horns Cross ward, represents a vibrant
community centre, used heavily by electors from all six polling wards.
Electors living in the established Worcester Park development, at the eastern edge of
the proposed ward boundary, identify themselves as part of the parish due to wide
use of the park that sits to the west between this estate and the electors of Stone
Village. Stone St Mary’s, a 13th-century parish church, is also located at the edge of
this park.
Many children from this ward will attend Stone St Mary’s primary school and,
possibly, the Stone Scout Group in Horns Cross Ward reinforcing the strong
identification with Stone.

Emerging proposals from the Stone Parish Neighbourhood Plan include
enhancement of the Horns Cross Neighbourhood Centre to establish a new health
centre, along with additional potential for leisure and small-scale retail, further
increasing service delivery to electors of all three wards.
Further identification with Stone was recently vigorously demonstrated when a
boundary sign for Swanscombe and Greenhithe was installed incorrectly on the
wrong side of the parish boundary at St Clements Way. This led to a strong backlash
online by residents who strongly protested to this placement and evidently feel they
identify with and are a part of the Parish of Stone.
The parish council has formal ownership and maintains over 10 acres of parkland in
Castle Ward, therefore this ward is very much considered a part of Stone Parish by
both the council and local residents.
As recently as 2015 in its response to the boundary review for county ward
arrangements, Dartford Borough Council also acknowledged Castle Ward’s place
within Stone Parish. Its formal submission stated, “Castle ward is often known as
'Stone Castle', which indicates that it would be most sensible to include it in the
same electoral division as the electoral ward of Stone. It is also significant that
Castle ward is included in the Stone Parish Council area. It would therefore be
consistent for Castle to be included in the Dartford East Division.’

Summary:
Stone Parish Council proposes that the area encompassing the five existing Stone
Parish electoral wards, along with the JD St Vincent’s Ward, are divided into two
borough wards – namely Stone House Ward and Stone Castle Ward – with two and
three councillors respectively.
The council considers the above proposals are strongly supported by electoral
equality and a strong community identity, as well as a strong physical landscape
providing natural and obvious boundaries.
The council feels alignment of new borough wards with the footprint of the parish
supports effective and convenient local government.
The council hopes the Commission will acknowledge the parish council’s in-depth
knowledge of the local area, particularly as a result of strong community
engagement through the Neighbourhood Plan, and will consider the above proposals
a positive response to meet the aims of the review.

